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Under a nesting condition on the sequence of histories, stable weak convergence of semi- 
martingales to processes with conditionally independent increments is considered. Apart from 
ensuring the stability property, the nesting condition is more natural in some applications than 
an alternative measurability condition which appears in the literature. 
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1. Introduction 
Recently there have appeared some rather comprehensive results involving the 
weak convergence of a sequence of semimartingales {X”} to a process X with 
conditionally independent increments (Jacod, Ktopotowski and Memin [S], Liptser 
and Shiryayev [lo]). These results include both the central limit results in which 
case the limit process is a mixture of Gaussian processes as well as the convergence 
to point processes in which case the limit is a Cox process (e.g., see Brown [2]). 
We are interested in investigating conditions under which this convergence is 
stable (or ‘mixing’) in the sense discussed by Aldous and Eagleson [ 1] and Eagleson 
[4]. This stability implies additional properties which are useful in the asymptotic 
theory of inference for stochastic processes (e.g. Feigin [5]). 
For discrete time martingale central limit theory Hall and Heyde [6] have shown 
that stability follows from a nesting condition on the sequence of histories 9” = 
{ 9” ; 1 c i s k,}. In earlier papers Eagleson [3] used a n, 9; measurability condition 
which is the one currently generalized to the continuous time case. Rootzen [l I] 
introduced the nesting condition and we show that an analogous condition is 
appropriate in the semimartingale context in continuous time. In fact, in many 
applications this nesting condition is more natural than the measurability condition 
it replaces in the Jacod et al. [8] formulation. 
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2. Notation and main results 
All processes are defined on the probability space (a, 9, P) and throughout the 
X” = {(X:, 9:); 0 s t 4 I} are cad-lag semimartingales with Xi = 0 and the histories 
8” = {.Fy; 0~ t G I} satisfy the usual conditions for each n, and 97 c 9 all n. We 
assume that X = {(X,, 9,); 0 s 1 I I} is also a semimartingale (X, = 0) and that it 
has %-conditionally independent increments and ‘3~ .FO. In other words, if 
(B, (X0, V) forms the triplet of local (predictable) characteristics of X (e.g., see 
Liptser and Shiryayev [IO]) then it is %-measurable and if 
.f(x)=x4xI~ 1) 
and 
f 
GF(A)=ihB,-iA2(X‘),+ 
li 
(e I*\- - 1 - iAf(x)) v(ds, dx) (2.1) 
0 R\(O) 
then 
E(e’““lI%)=‘Z,(G(A)), Ost<l, 
where g, is the Doleans-Dade exponential: 
(2.2) 
g,(G) = e”l ]I {( I + AC, f emAGk}. (2.3) 
0. \- , 
In establishing the weak convergence of X” to X, the requirement in the current 
literature has been that 9~ 9”;: for each n. If the triplet of local characteristics is 
nonrandom (i.e., X has independent increments) this condition is no restriction. 
However, typically when Z,( G(A)) is random it is because it is the limit in probability 
of %,(G”(A)), with G”(A) adapted to 9”, and so the condition 9~ 9: is most 
unnatural: indeed, since %,(G(h)) is V,, 9: measurable we would actually wish to 
allow $9 = V n $7. 
The nesting condition we require of the 9” is as follows: 
There exists a sequence t, 4 0 such that 
(i) :Fl’, c_ 9^:,,:1 and (ii) V,, $‘, = V,, 97. (N) 
The most common setting in which (N) holds is that in which 9: = E,=,, where ,- 
x= { 26’[:, ; 0 =S u <CC’) is a history and T,, t cy: (e.g. take 1, = 1 /v’ T,,). This situation is 
the natural one when investigating limit theory for Y = {( Y,,, R,;,); 0s II <CC} of the 
form that, for some normalizing sequence {c,,} 
X’ ={(c,,Y,,,, x;,.):O< ts 1) 
converges weakly to X. Condition (N) also holds for 9” = { 9: = .7lt;,,,,,; 0~ t =S l} 
where K n = {57;: 0 ~j s k,} is a ‘nested’ triangular array sequence with k,, + a. 
We will call {t,,} an (N)-sequence if Condition (N) holds with this particular 
sequence (which, a fortiori, converges to 0). In our main result we will require the 
existence of a suitable (N)-sequence. 
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Let D be a subset of [0, 1] with 1 E D and define Qin by 
Qr, = {left-continuous, piece-wise constant, nonrandom functions (H) 
with a finite number of discontinuities all of which belong to D}. 
For H E QD and f cad-lag we define H 0 f as the process 
((Hoj-),=[,jdl.:OsrC--I) 
where the integral is the appropriate finite sum. 
We set for arbitrary HE QD 
M”=Hoy”, M=HoX 
and denote by G”, 6” and C? the predictable processes 
G” = GX’(A), 6” = GM”(I), 6= GM(l) 
(viz. (2.1)). Note that 
E(eiMIIY?) = g,(G). 
Define now 
2,“” =eiM:g~r(Gn); 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.4) 
then Z ,M” is a local martingale on [0, T); T = inf{ t: 1 gI( G”)I = 0} with Zr” = 1 (see 
Jacod et al. [S] for more details). 
We denote the convergence of finite dimensional distributions with time points 
in D by 
%(X”; D)+q(X; D) (2.7) 
and add the word ‘stably’ if this convergence is stable; that is, 
E[5Ie iM; - %,(@}]+O (2.8) 
for all bounded S-measurable 5 and for all H E QD; see Aldous and Eagleson [l]. 
We now turn to our main result. In the statement of the proposition we use 
Z x” =(Z~“(A)C~‘“~:‘~;‘(G”(A)), 9:) (2.9) 
to denote the local martingale based on the X” process; see (2.6). 
Proposition 1. Suppose 2 = V n 5; and, for all A E R, 
(9 %(G”(A)) -% g,(GX(A)), ?E 0, 
(ii) I~,(GX(A))I>~ U.S., 
(iii) /Z:“(A)- 11 2 0 for an (IV)-sequence {t,}. 
Then, if%cb, 
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Proof. We need only show that (2.8) holds for .$ replaced by & = [I(l%,(G)( > 6) 
for all 0 < 6 < 1. Fix H E QD It is possible to show directly from (2.2) and (2.3) that 
I%‘,( G)( is a decreasing function-see also Jacod et al. (1982, p. 8)-where G = G”, 
6 or GX. Furthermore, (i) together with the definitions (2.4) and (2.5) imply that 
g,(Gn): %,(G). (2.10) 
For each n, define the predictable 9” stopping time 7” as follows: 
~~ = inf{f: /k%,(G”)(~ 6/2} 
( 
if jg,(Gn)ls 6/2, 
I if I%,(G”)I> 6/2. 
Since 7” is predictable there exists an increasing sequence {v”(m)} of stopping 
times, such that a”(m) < 7” whenever a”(m) < 1, converging a.s. to 7” and we may 
choose a”(m) s 7” so that a.s. on {IE,( 6”) 1 > s/2}, &(m) = 1 for m large enough. 
If we define 
then the latter is a uniformly integrable martingale and 
Z; = EY$( G”) el”?, 
where 
*_ 1, lwm> 6/L 7, - 
1 Tn, Ig,(G”)/c 6/2. 
We now consider the following expansion for bounded $-measurable 5: 
E[&{e’“Y - g,(G)}]= E[&{e’“;’ -exp[i(M:E)]}] 
+ E[&%r(G) expb(MY:)l{F’(G - K{(6n)Il 
+ E[&~,(d){z; - I}]. (2.11) 
The first expectation on the right is bounded (for ICI< K) by 
2KP(l%,(G’“)lc6/2,18,(G)/> 6)-O as n+c*?, 
as a consequence of (2.10). Similarly the term in the second expectation converges 
to 0 in probability and by construction this term is bounded so we conclude that 
the second expectation converges to zero also. 
Let W = &;sW,( C?) so that W is $-measurable. Then the third expectation equals, 
for the (N)-sequence {t,} and rz = t,, A T:, 
E(W(&l))= E[E(W(s":I)(Z;,- 1)l-t E[{W- E(WIS:&-I)] 
(2.12) 
by the martingale property of 2”. Condition (N), together with the fact that /_?!;I 
is bounded (by 2/S) and the martingale convergence theorem, ensures that the 
second expectation on the right in (2.12) converges to zero. Consider now the first 
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expectation of (2.12). By hypothesis (iii), for n large enough and writing Zx” = 
ZX”(h,), where h, = H(O+), 
zy,-l=ZT-1:: 
and so by bounded convergence the first expectation in (2.12) also converges to 0. 
We have shown that (2.11) converges to zero for each S > 0 and therefore there 
exists 6, + 0 such that the same holds. This, in light of (ii), implies that (2.8) holds 
for 4 bounded and $-measurable. If .$ is not $-measurable then (2.8) will still hold 
by first conditioning on 2 since My is $-measurable: in other words 
E(5eiM;‘)~E[E(51~)~,(6)]. 0 (2.13) 
Corollary 1. Suppose {X”} satis$es (ii) and (iii) of the proposition and for cad-lug 
adapted processes {R “}. 
exp(iR:)%,(G”(A)): g,(G”(A)), TV D. (iR) 
Then, for { Y” = X” + R”}, 
=qyn; (stably). 
Proof. Straightforward of the Proposition. U 
The Corollary allows handle processes Y” that themselves are not semimar- 
tingales. We now to a lemma which provides way verify the 
(annoying) of the proposition. 
Lemma 1. If, (b/)-sequence {r,}, 
(2.14) 
of Proposition 
2; =X: - C AX:I(jAX:[> l), 
.ss I
(2.14) implies that (X”),,, 5 0 as well as Xz, -X:, $ 0. By the Lenglart inequality 
(Liptser and Shiryayev [IO, eq. 311) (X;J’: 0 and therefore (Xy,)‘A 0. 
Moreover (2.14) implies that 
IG:“(h)l: 0, 
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whereas (2.14) and (2.15) together ensure that 
c IAG:“I’ 5 0. 
\- 1., 
Thus, we have ‘%,‘,.,( GX”(A)) L I and the required result follows from the definition 
of Z“’ ; see (2.6). 0 
3. Applications 
We consider the case that D is dense in [0, l] and X is quasi-left continuous 
(q.1.c.). We then have the following result based on Jacod et al. [8, Theorem 2.211. 
We let 
C = {g: continuous real functions, zero in a neighbourhood of zero, with limits at m}. 
Theorem 1. Suppose 
(i) D is dense in [0, I] and 1 E D, 
(ii) X is q.lc., 
(iii) 
(a) Vtr D BF”: Br, 
I 
(b) Vt E D (X”“),+ JJ x2 d vx” - 1 IL~B;““~*J+ (xc), 0 1x1-1 5- I 
+ xzvx (ds, dx), 
,x1- 1 
I 
(c) VtED VgEc JJ 
t 
g(x)v”” (ds, dx) : JJ g(x)vX(ds, dx). 0 K 0 R 
(iv) Condition (N) is satisfied. 
Then 
.ipl(X”; D)-.Y,(X; D) (stably). 
Proof. Conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are sufficient to show that when setting k: = B;‘” 
and 2: = X: - Bf”, then 
X”=~n+~” (3.1) 
is such that (iii)(a), (c) holds with BX”+ k” instead of BX”, (iii)(c) holds with 2” 
instead of X” ; and 
(b’) VIED (?‘<),+ I’ 0J I+ 
f 
x’u”‘(ds, dx) 5 (X’),+ 
I JJ 0 1x!s- I x’y’(dS, dx), 
(e) c (ABE”\‘: 0. 
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These conditions ensure that 
e iwg,(GqA)) -% g,(G”(h)) for all TV D (3.2) 
as well as conditions (2.14) and (2.15) of Lemma I. It is now straightforward to 
apply Proposition 1 (actually Corollary 1) to obtain the desired result. 0 
Corollary 1 (iii)(a) is replaced by 
sup JB,X” -B$+O VZED (3.3) 
then 2(X”) -+ 2!(X) (stably) in the sense of stable weak convergence in the Skorohod 
space 62 = (D[O, 11, p). 
Proof. We need to show that, for all BE 9 with P(B) > 0 and for all Bore1 A c D[O, I] 
with P(X E aA) = 0, that 
Z’(X”EA~B)+P(XEA~B). (3.4) 
The tightness of X” follows from (3.3) and the tightness of 2” (see Jacod et al. [8, 
pp. 21-221 and Jacod et al. [9]). Now (3.4) follows from the result of the Theorem 
(which ensures that (3.4) holds for A a cylinder set) together with tightness. 0 
This last result includes the functional central limit theorems of Liptser and 
Shiryayev [lo]. In this case the continuous Gaussian martingale X has quadratic 
variation (X), which is ~-measurable, and vx = 0, B” = 0. Again, for D dense in 
[0, 11, we then obtain the stable convergence of X” to X when (3.3) holds. 
We consider another application to the stable central limit result for the case of 
a linear martingale-a problem that arises frequently in asymptotic theory of 
inference for stochastic processes. The proof is based on Liptser and Shiryayev’s [IO]. 
Theorem 2. Suppose M = {M,, 2t?, ; 0 < t < co} is a scalar square integrable martingale 
and let I, = E(Mc). Zf 
(i) ZT+cO as T-a, 
(ii) E{Zf”‘s~p,,~ /AM,~)+o as T-+-co, 
(iii) Zf’[M],: 72 as T+ 00, then 
2( Zt”‘MT) -+ 2?(X) (stab!y) 
where 
E[e’“X] = E[e-(I12)h’r)‘]~ 
Proof. If we write 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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with local characteristics ( BT, (X”), vT) then 
N,(F) = 5’5 (xlv’(ds,dx)AO V&)0. 0 /X/Z’F (3.7) 
Indeed, by the version of Lenglart’s inequality given by Jacod [7] and denoting 
by p ’ the jump measure of XT, we have, VP > 0, 
P(N,(F)>S)~~/S[~+E( sup Ax:)l+P osr- I (1’5 ,~ /\-,,F bl/-&h dx) 3 P1 
and (3.7) follows from (ii) which implies that 
J’J \xlkp7(ds, dx) 5 0 Va > 0 and kz0. 0 iTj”F 
Moreover (3.7) also implies 
,zz<, I J,+. xVT({S},dx) : 0 VE>O 
(3.8) 
since [ xvT({s}, dx) = 0 a.s. Consider now the martingale (purely discontinuous) I Hf(F) = JJ x2(p T -v’)(ds, dx)01x1- F 
for which we may show that 
r 
Choose now {> 10 so that F replaced by 
we define XT = Y’+ RT where I 
y:=x:“+ JJ 0 lxl-=rr 
L 
R:= B;Y’+ h- vT)(ds, + 
F, +c I JJ xwT(ds, dx). II /x/21 
Then Rf:O from (3.7), (3.8) and the fact that, for XT a martingale, BTT = 
-Jb I/+, xv’(ds, dx). As in Liptser and Shiryayev’s [IO] proof we deduce, using 
(3.9) and (3.10), that for the martingales Y7 we have 
P 
(Y’), -+ 712> G:‘(A) 5 -+A2n2 (3.12) 
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and 
P 
1 (IIG,YI(A ))‘+ 0 
.SS I 
so that 
8,(GYT(A)) 5 exp{-~h2~2}. (3.13) 
We now turn to the conditions of Lemma 1. Condition (2.15) follows from (3.9) 
since v Y’(d.s, dx) s Z(lxl c 2s,)v7(ds, dx). T o check (2.14) we note that (since 
F~ s F,,~), whenever f,- 10, 
(Y’),, S z,7T{z~}-‘( Y”‘), : 0 
as long as ZIFT/ZT+ 0 for the (N)-‘sequence’ {t,; Ta O}. But this can always be 
arranged by choosing tT appropriately. q 
Corollary 3. Zf the conditions of Theorem 2 hold and in addition 
ZrTIZT *f(t) for all t E [O, 11, (3.14) 
where f is continuous then 
d;p(Zf(“2)Afr7.; OS ts 1)+2(X) (stddy) 
where X, conditionally on v2, is a continuous Gaussian martingale with (X), = j’( f)T2. 
Proof. (3.14) implies that 
8,(Gyr(A))$ exp{-iA27)2f(f)}. 
and that 
sup I( Y’), - 772f(f)l J+ 0 (3.15) 
O=S,S I 
whereupon the result follows from Proposition 1 and the implied tightness (as in 
Liptser and Shiryayev [lo, Lemma 61). 0 
4. An example 
When considering inference for the parameter A of the linear-birth (Yule) process 
X (X0= 1) we are led to considering the martingale 
I 
I 
M,=X,-1-A X, du 
0 
with 
I 
t 
(M),=h X,,du and E((M),)=Z,=(e”‘-1). 
0 
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Moreover, it is well-known that 
I;‘[M],=Z,‘X,-Z; W-exponential(l) 
as well as 
’ Z,‘(M), = Z,‘A 5 X,,dL w. 0 
Clearly the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied and we may conclude that 
3((I;“‘*‘M,)+Y( WZ) (stably) 
where Z - N(0, 1) independent of W and furthermore the stability allows one to 
conclude that 
Y((M)J (“*) M,) + L!‘(Z) (stably). 
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